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To travel freely and safely this summer within the European Union, 
the health pass is becoming European. From July 1st, the QR code on 
the French health pass can be read anywhere in Europe, directly in the 
TousAntiCovid application.
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HEALTH PASS, FREEDOM PASS

This summer only the virus will not be able to travel freely

Mobilised so that health security can be guaranteed with the resumption of our activities on our 
territory and travels, France immediately committed itself in the project to harmonise the health 
pass tool at European level. 

The philosophy of this European health pass is simple: regain freedom

The same tool for all destinations in Europe

While the rules in each Member State change according to national regulations and epidemic 
situation, the tool for travelling is the same. All proof of testing, vaccination or recovery will be 
collected on the same pass.  
To meet these challenges and expectations of Europeans, technological innovation and European 
cooperation have made it possible to develop a certification system of vaccines and tests in order 
to guarantee their authenticity and to facilitate the controls by the competent authorities. 

The European health pass will therefore ease the verification and acceptance of interoperable 
vaccination, test and recovery certificates in all Member State of the European Union from July 1st. 

For these certificates to be used effectively, they must be fully interoperable, secure and verifiable. 
For this reason, the European Commission has proposed to establish a Europe-wide framework 
for the issuance, verification and acceptance of certificates of vaccination, negative test results or 
documents testifying the recovery of the concerned person from previous Covid-19 infection, called 
the “EU digital COVID certificate”.

While the authorities will use a digital reader to read the pass, everyone is free to present the 
paper version of their pass. The tool is common to all European countries and recognised by all, 
but the rules established for the entry and exit remain country-specific. More information on 
country of destination is available on: diplomatie.gouv.fr/en/.

This tool allows to:

• Guarantee the best possible sanitary security
• Facilitate travels in all Member States of the European Union without exception, as well as  
 in Liechtenstein, Switzerland, Iceland, Norway, Monaco and Andorra
• Facilitate the necessary border controls
• Respect the health rules to enter the country in which you are travelling to

http://diplomatie.gouv.fr/en/
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WHEN WILL MY PASS BECOME EUROPEAN? 

On July 1st, France is already ready

The EU digital COVID certificate will come into effect in all Member States from July 1st, 2021,  
with a transition period of six weeks. If a Member State is not yet ready to issue the new certificate 
to its citizens, other formats can still be used in the context of health checks at borders and must 
be accepted in other Member States until August 12th, 2021 (for instance a vaccination certificate 
in paper format). But all countries will now recognise the EU’s digital COVID certificate, applied  
in France.

France, fully committed to this action, launched on a voluntary basis, test and vaccination 
certificates that can be verified at national level, to be imported into TousAntiCovid’s wallet if 
needed, as of April 2021. These are now available in the European format since June 25th and can 
be used in other Member States from July 1st.

The European health pass makes it easier for European citizens and their family members to travel 
within the European area, as well as for third-country nationals holding certificates validated at 
European level. 

The rules of the European health pass are applicable for the overseas territories.

For French citizens wishing to use the digital version, this will be done through the TousAntiCovid 
application, downloaded by more than 21 million French citizens, and its wallet function already 
used for the “activities” health pass on our territory. 
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New European pass, 
in French and English

QR Code to 
be presented 
at boarding or 
border control 

Fold your European 
pass to protect 
your personal 
health data

Type of certificate 
(vaccination, test)

Data on the nature 
of the test or 
vaccination

QR Code to import 
the European pass 
in TousAntiCovid

HOW TO GET MY QR CODE IN EUROPEAN 
FORMAT?

Since June 25th, the Government is making available the vaccination and test certificates in 
European format.

Are you already in possession of a vaccination certificate or a negative or positive test certificate 
less than 3 months old? Simply connect to the attestation-vaccin.ameli.fr platform (for proof of 
vaccination) or sidep.gouv.fr (for proof of test) with your FranceConnect identifiers to retrieve the 
certificate in European format. A positive test remains valid as proof of recovery for a maximum of 
6 months in France, but this may vary depending of the country of destination.

If you have already downloaded your QR Code in the TousAntiCovid’s wallet application, you do 
not need to do anything: the QR Code will be automatically updated to the European format  
from July 1st. 

http://attestation-vaccin.ameli.fr
http://sidep.gouv.fr
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All Covid-19 vaccines used in France are recognised in the European Union Member States, as of 
June 29th: 

• Pfizer-BioNTech 
• Moderna
• AstraZeneca
• Johnson & Johnson/Janssen 

Some Member States recognise other vaccines that have not yet received marketing authorisation 
from the European Medicines Agency. It is up to the Member States to decide whether to accept 
a certificate of vaccination after a single dose or after a full vaccination schedule. However, most 
Member States recognise that people who have recovered from Covid-19 and received a single 
dose of vaccine have completed a full vaccination schedule. 

As for antigenic tests, for those European countries that accept them, they will have to be 
performed by a manufacturer from a list authorised (and updated) by the EU. The name of the 
manufacturer of the antigenic test will now be included by the health professional when entering 
the results in the SI-DEP portal so that it is valid when you travel in Europe.

What to do with my certificates downloaded or printed before June 25th?

Test and vaccination certificates issued before June 25th will continue to be readable when using 
the “activities” health pass at the entrance of an event or a place subject to its implementation  
on French territory. However, to travel in Europe, it is necessary to get the certificate in the 
European format. 
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The EU digital COVID certificate is a health proof in the form of a QR Code, testifying that a 
person has been vaccinated against, is negative for, or has recovered from Covid-19. 

This information will appear on the QR code on the health pass and will contain the essential 
data, as well as a digital signature to guarantee the authenticity of the certificate and to protect it 
against falsification. 
It is free of charge, valid in all EU countries without exception, as well as in Liechtenstein, 
Switzerland, Iceland, Norway, Monaco and Andorra. It will be available in the national languages 
and in English. 

HOW WILL THE PASS WORK IN EUROPE?

The EU digital COVID certificate contains a QR Code with a 
digital signature to protect it against falsification and which 
identifies the issuing State of the certificate.

Each issuing agency (e.g. hospital, test centre, health authority) 
has its own digital signature key. All these elements are stored in 
a secure database in each country.

National scanning applications can read the QR Code to facilitate 
the boarding and disembarkation of passengers. 

The QR Code is scanned, the signature verified and the health 
rules applied.

1

3
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2

4

The European Commission has built a gateway through which 
all certificates signatures can be verified throughout the EU. 
The personal data of the certificate holder does not pass 
through the gateway, as this is not necessary to verify the 
digital signature. 

****

LABORATOIRE

****

****

****

****

Depending on the mode of transport you use, certificates are checked differently. If you 
use air, sea or rail transport, the checking will be carried out by the transport companies on 
departure or randomly by the police, whereas by road, the checks will be carried out by the 
police and on a random basis.
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Either by going to the teleservice 
https://attestation-vaccin.ameli.fr/ 
(for a proof of vaccination attesting 
to a complete vaccination schedule) 
or from my health professional

Or by going to the SI-DEP portal 
https://sidep.gouv.fr/ (for a proof 
of test)

Or my proof is automatically 
converted from July 1st if I have 
already imported it into 
TousAntiCovid

I do not have my vaccination 
or test certificate, I get it in 

the European format: 

I already have my vaccination or test 
certificate, I get my proof converted 

to European format: 

Either at the end of my vaccination, 
in paper version, directly from the 
health professional

Or at the end of an RT-PCR or 
Antigenic test, thanks to the secure 
link received by text message or 
e-mail

1 2

I check the regulations in force from France concerning the 
country of destination as well as the regulation in that country 
on diplomatie.gouv.fr/en/ 

If I am travelling with my children, I make sure I have taken all the 
necessary measures for their travel by checking the information 
sheet for my destination country on diplomatie.gouv.fr/en/ 

I print my certificate or import it into my TousAntiCovid 
application.

1

3

2

4 When boarding, my QR Code will be scanned by the 
competent authorities.

I get my certificate in European format

I am going on a trip this summer

My traveller’s route 

https://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/en/
https://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/en/
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To enter France, different types of proof must be presented 
depending on the country of origin (RT-PCR or antigenic test 
and/or proof of a complete vaccination cycle):

All the health rules for entering metropolitan France are 
available on:
https://www.interieur.gouv.fr/content/download/128462/102490
2/file/deplacements-internationaux-depuis-et-vers-la-france.pdf 

I check the colour of the country of origin on 
diplomatie.gouv.fr/en/

Depending on the colour of the country of origin, other 
measures may be required (quarantine, compelling reason, etc.)

1

I am returning to mainland France 

3

2

The full vaccination schedule is defined as follows: 

1-injection vaccine (Johnson & Johnson)

2-injection vaccines (Pfizer, Moderna, 
AstraZeneca) except in the case were : 

• Unique injection for people already 
infected by Covid-19

From 4 weeks after the injection

From 2 weeks after the second injection

From 2 weeks after the injection

Patient’s situation Trigger of the validity of the health pass

http://www.interieur.gouv.fr/content/download/128462/1024902/file/deplacement-internationaux-depuis-et-vers-la-france.pdf
https://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/en/
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MY HEALTH DATA

ANNEXES

Who is authorised to carry out checks?

The authorities authorised to carry out a health pass check are: 

• operators of passenger transport services;
• persons responsible for health checks at borders; 
• persons in charge of control at the entrance of an event or a place subject to its  
 implementation on the French territory.

What do we see of personal health data?

In accordance with the principle of minimisation of personal data, the EU digital COVID certificate 
shall only contain the necessary personal data. It should only be used to confirm that the holder 
has been vaccinated for Covid-19 or has been tested. 

Where is my health data stored?

As personal data includes sensitive medical data, a very high level of protection must be ensured 
and the principles of data minimisation must be maintained. The EU digital COVID certificate 
framework will not require the establishment and maintenance of a database at EU level but will 
allow for decentralised verification of digitally signed interoperable certificates. This information 
cannot be retained by the countries visited.

The European Commission has set up a portal through which all certificate signatures can be 
verified throughout the EU. The personal data of the certificate holder are not transmitted to the 
portal, as they are not needed to verify the digital signature.

How is the European pass read in France?

In France, the proofs issued by other Member States will be readable via a dedicated secure 
application available to passenger transport operators and persons in charge of border health 
control.

When checking the health pass, no personal data is stored, either on the terminal of the person 
entitled to check or on a central server. The electronic signature of the health proof is transmitted 
to a central server to ensure its authenticity. This transmission of the signature makes the 
certificate forgery-proof.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE HEALTH PASS IN 
FRANCE SINCE JUNE 9TH

I buy a ticket for an event of 1,000 people or more

I check that I have valid certificates to access the venue

1

3

2

I present the QR Code of my valid test or vaccination certificate, 
in paper form or on TousAntiCovid, to the person in charge of 
checking the health pass with a proof of identity. 

My journey to an event 

either the organiser warns me that entry will be subject to 
presentation of the health pass

or I ask the organiser if the event will require it

either a negative RT-PCR or antigenic test certificate less than 
48 hours old, retrieved through the secure link received by SMS 
or e-mail or on sidep.gouv.fr

or a positive test certificate older than 15 days and less than 
6 months, retrieved through the secure link received by SMS 
or e-mail or on sidep.gouv.fr

or a proof of a complete vaccination cycle including the 
necessary post-injection delay (2 to 4 weeks depending on the 
vaccine), collected directly from the health professional in 
charge of the vaccination 

The health pass, which has been compulsory in France since June 9th to accompany the reopening 
of the country, particularly for events hosting 1,000 people or more, has been deployed on several 
occasions since it came into force. 

Feedback from the test concert at the AccorHotels Arena on May 29th showed that 5,000 people 
were controlled in just two hours over a total of ten lanes. On average, it took 23 seconds to scan a 
proof-of-test health certificate with the credential check (the average rate of ticket scanning is  
6 seconds, without identity checks). The breakdown of health certificate submission by 
participants was 40% on TousAntiCovid, 40% on PDF and 20% on paper.  
At the French Open in Roland-Garros, where the system was inaugurated on June 9th, extensive 
resources were put in place, including three entrances, each with a sheltered sanitary control 
area, a dispute zone and an antigenic testing stand. In addition, the sanitary control process was 
facilitated by extensive communication upstream and on site, with reminders of the arrangements 
and evidence to be presented by email, on social networks and throughout the route upstream 
of the control area. The majority of the evidence was presented on TousAntiCovid, which 
accelerated their verification.

https://sidep.gouv.fr/cyberlab/patientviewer.jsp
https://sidep.gouv.fr/cyberlab/patientviewer.jsp
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